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Abstract - Recommender systems have been widely researched in many applications especially in e-commerce services with the aim
to make clear and easy communication between consumer and provider. Simple examples of Recommender systems would include
personal and commercial recommendation for the purchase of everyday goods. However, previous studies have not included high
order matrix calculation to estimate consumer parameters, e.g., customer behavior, location and their purchase preferences such as
those in the field of business online commerce. This study extends the use of Candecomp Parafact algorithm when applied to
recommender system to understand consumer preferences. In addition, it is also aimed to produce bilinear models which are
constant and stable so that localization can be done to provide more accurate results. As an example the research provides a model
based on tensor theory for restaurant and menu selection by analyzing the customer and restaurant parameters.
Keywords - Recommender system, Candecomp parafact algorithm, tensor, restaurant online

I. INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems have been widely studied to
estimate consumer behavior and restaurants parameters to
provide recommendation to users. Both parameters are used
to predict and recommend menu preferences to customers.
Usually customer in recommender system is called user. In
this study we used the terms of customer and user
interchangeably. In recommendations to consumers the
system must predict how customer behave and provide
similar preferences [1]. We propose a form of RS
configuration that include the time and location of customer
as features to improve recommendation accuracy [2]. There
are several parameters to guide the system in estimate the
consumers and their preferences dynamically.
Sparsity in data mining is referring to situation of
incomplete data or there are unresolved action attributes [3].
In restaurant issue, a certain value combination which does
not produce an end value, it will result in sparsity data
problems [4], [5]. For example, there is no delivery after the
menu is ordered, so customer the order and delivery tables.
Another example, Restaurant branches and menu types can
be ordered by different people with different location
spacing. In a database with the sparsity problem, the system
lack of information about the customer preferences and
locations. Thus, there are multidimensional problems such as
incoming call time, different time lag and various transaction
records. The issues resulted empty value to be stored in
databases [6]. Thus, there is an incomplete attribute problem
of order and delivery databases operating as if they were
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completely filled with both actual data and zero data for all
possible combinations of attribute dimension values.
The issues can be solved by certain calculations by
defining each attribute as x, y, and z since all data points has
specific value attributes [7]. For example, if there is an
order, but unexpectedly, then it needs adequate response of
providing the menu and delivery to the consumer location.
This should be taken as recommendation after the orders are
received to send the foods to the location. A good
recommendation is based of prediction about the customer
order, preferences and delivery location including their
combined attribute dimensions [8].
A new studies [9] [10] [11] showed that consumer
prediction to minimize such real-time data needs the
attributes to be tagged and parsed. In addition, such
localization (location determination) requires parameter
ratings for the consumer. The attribute analysis will form
matrix that can handle the small error level. This approach is
called parallel decomposition (Parafact) to reduce the angle
of error so that the articulation of the location of the
consumer and restaurant site becomes more independent and
the matrix can be analyzed with multilinear linkage to
produce linear projection of the customer preferences and
distances [12] [13] [14]. In some cases research and utilizing
locations, such as how to optimize the purpose of medical
delivery service [15].
In the field of restaurant business online, restaurant
owners are often faced with the problem of providing a very
large number of dishes and delivery. This is because the
cooked food menu is often not out of order by their
customers. In the field of restaurant delivery, sometimes the
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menu sent to the consumer has issues of distance location
and staff’s preparation. Thus, there is a dilemma in long
distance prediction especially in very busy restaurants. Often
the restaurant staffs must calculate consumer location and
food recommendation to proceed the consumer order
including understand the customer preferences to give menu
recommendation. Consumer location and preferences may
interfere with the delivery process and consumer location
since they have different attributes.
Considering that the existing algorithm has not been able
to form prediction of order destination toward restaurant site,
therefore, the issues of consumer location and their menu
preferences can be resolved with specific recommendation
model by attributing their location and favor preferences.
II. THEORETICAL BASIS
Consumer action and item recommendation are
important subjects in recommender system field. From
marketing perspectives, consumers are the focus of attention
in order to provide decision making and influence to buy
[16] [17]. Thus, recommender system has role to provide
recommendations by understanding consumers preferences,
their situation and location [18].
The understanding of consumer attributes such as
preferences, location, timing and behavior provide
advantages to marketing strategy and recommender system
[19] [20]. A good system can estimate and predict the
interaction between customer and system and record the
attribute involved to provide data record from machine
learning [21]. In addition, the prediction of consumer
locations is also comparable to dynamic effects and form
fluctuated interactions. A good recommender system also
can manage the time of service and has benefit of saving
time for the users [22] [23]. The aspects of time and location
involved multidimensional process.
Another disadvantage in the prediction of consumer
locations and their preferences are the customer behavior has
diverse preferences which impact on their consumer location
which need representative computing analysis approach
[24]. Their behavior has diverse, so it is not fully associated
if only using the preferences option only. In addition, it is
also considered to have limitations on perspective and
requires another stable alternative. Ben-Akiva et al. [25]
suggested that other alternatives can be determined by using
locational tracking to understand their possible preferences
to the food menu.
Zhang, et al., [26] identified the localization by using
Support Vector Machines (SVM) computing method. They
1.1.
used SVM as recommender technique with to get attribute of
action and order destination. The customer data are
processed through a software to process, modify and store
consumer location data using LIBSVM [27]. In this system
there are 21 identified action-location attributes which
provide 84.1% accuracy of action-location prediction.
However, after the timing attribute is included, the accuracy
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of action-location of consumer reached only 69.5%. In
addition, tracking consumers action such as preferences and
behavior sometimes less efficient if the dataset is getting
bigger. Therefore, it needs utilization of matrix analysis to
understand the recorded data in order the system can
estimate adequate recommendation.
Niehorster, et al., [28] presents a new solution to the
problem of position recovery and prediction, orientation and
markers taken from the recorded data of the first consumer
Location. This is done to determine the optimization level in
the search for package model 1 parameters that minimize the
difference between package 1 model and the actual 5 packet
model. How to do by using package 1 model to be estimated
with the recorded data the first consumer location is then
displayed as a predicted result. The technique used is
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to handle the
optimization problem [29]. The results show that the
accuracy of packet 1 articulation prediction can be achieved
at 15 times the order. Therefore, it shows that the predictionbased model is proven to be feasible in real time.
Other study reported recommender system approach used
Hidden Markov (HMM) method to perform consumer
analysis and display the consumer preferences [30]. It used
training dataset to estimate new consumers by conducting
multiple tests using recorded data from the first consumer
data records. The study observed consumer behavior to
express their characteristics, menu selection and consumer
location. The results showed the rate ratios of over 97% for
eight of the nine prediction time by using trained system to
predict the behavior and preferences of more than one
person.
Krueger, et al., [31] Develops a calibration between
recorded data from first consumer with stored data by using
a tracking route approach which is more important than just
the preferences matching approach. The system used
locational model to be matched with the associated products
(items) and the results are compared with first-time recorded
data of consumer location and predicted result. The system
recorded first consumer location and preferences to provide
prediction. Their study is suitable as menu preferences
estimation technique from the first consumer Location
(route-to-menu) to track consumer menu preferences and the
delivery destinations. As the route-to-menu technique can be
an alternative to get low cost, it able to check the accuracy of
localization, as well as obtaining new consumers
continuously.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Conceptual Research Model
This study used conceptual model through several steps
(1) storing the location of restaurant site and consumers
location and mixing with their menu preferences to get a
prediction about the consumer behavior, (2) arranging
metrics of tensor factors of x, y, z, (3) evaluating the
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decomposition of the tensor into matrix factor with smallest
iteration, (4)) classification, and (5) consumer location
optimization.
In this study, it conducted classification of consumer
location and preferences menu through 1) Pre-processing, 2)
Training, and 3) Testing. Each stage is done in a structured
and systematic step. The following is an explanation of each
stage to obtain the recommended location and menu which
mixed with customer location and menu preferences.
B. Pre-Processing
Restaurant customer data is associated with consumer
location and menu preferences. The location of the first
consumer is modeled as form of route data and consumer
location data are converted into tensor data x, y, z. The
consumer location is divided into a scale of 1 to 5 and the
menu preferences to be classified will be attributed to
packets of 1 to 5 scale.
b. Formulation of consumer location and menu preferences
to CP_ALS tensor data Candecomp / Parafact (CP)
Alternating least squares (ALS) is a method which worked
by updating each matrix factor alternately in each iteration
by solving quadratic problems [32]. This method is very
important for ranking the recommendation by describing
complex data into outer product N vectors. The complex
data is called a tensor X with smallest size that can be
decomposed into component R,
matrix
factor and vector weight as below in equation 1.

matrices A, B and C, it presented into equation 3, equation 4
and equation 5 as shown on below.

B
C

(3)
(4)
(5)

The results of the feature decomposition / extract feature
data are grouped into two classes, namely, (1) preferred food
consumer class and (2) not-preferred food consumer class.
CP_ALS method has two parameters, namely variables X
and R. where variable X represented tensor data, and R
variable represented tensor rank [38]. At the stage of data
processing, the restaurant site and consumers location are
variable input of distance X to be extracted into normalized
data. The next iteration for the whole tensor mode shaped
the dimensional matrix. therefore, it is re-matrixed the
process of reshaping, followed by calculating the normalized
locational data of restaurant and consumers as reshaping
tensor.
B. Processing CP_ALS Methods into Matlab

The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

(1)
column rth on matrix factor A(n) from
Where represent
size In x R.
Grasedyck et al., [33] An X tensor rank at a rank-1 tensor on
Candecomp / Parafact (CP) decomposition with u(n)
dimensions can be written as an outer product vector with a
form as equation 2 in below:
The link ed
image
cannot be
display ed.
The file may
hav e been
mov ed,
renamed, or
deleted.
Verify that
the link
points to the
correct file
and location.

(2)
Zhou et al., [34] on the Candecomp / Parafact (CP)
decomposition model with Alternating least squares (ALS)
method, a matrix factor with sequential updates. Where the
method of Alternating least squares (ALS) served to
minimize any error rate (error). Felten, et al., [35] The goal
of Alternating least squares (ALS) algorithm is to update
each matrix factor alternately in each iteration by solving
quadratic problems. Tichavský, et al., [36] Alternating least
squares (ALS) algorithm worked as multiple matrices A, B,
C which resolved to find a quadratic matrix A, B and C in
balanced way. Similarly, when looking for the quadratic
form of B, then C and A are equal, and when looking for the
quadratic form of C, then A and B are equal. The solution to
1.2. C. Data Uses
find matrix A, B, C in [37] are decomposed into first, second
and third mode of tensor A. to search for each component of
This study used data of restaurant delivery and literature
studies according to the consumers location, restaurant sites
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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and menu preferences. The data is processed with Matlab
R2015a version for the process of featuring and
characterization to classify the consumer into location and
menu preferences.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The main topic of this research is to find methods for
prediction in restaurant, consumers and menu preferences
and then classify the recommended menu for the customers.
It synchronized between the position of the first consumer
location of other consumers as recommended by the system.
It started from the calibration of the first consumer location
to classify based of distance parameters specially to
recommend food and menu to customers.
C1. Setting First Consumer Location and Food Menu
Our proposed model seeks to bridge the location settings
of consumers and restaurant which can provide the menu
they have as potential order. In this case, the preferred
distant is analyzed to provide predicted preferences. The first
consumer location is associated with the actual consumer
location. The first consumer location uses an algorithm that
can be processed into Matlab data. We therefore proceed the
data processed in the first consumer location data to Matlab.
From matlab we will do estimation and decomposition with
tensor rule.
C2. Location Synchronization with Food Menu Data
Consumer location data were adapted to the
recommended menu data to support the system to perform
synchronization process. It used recommender system model
using matlab application with the intention to estimate the
menu preferences and customer location. Synchronization
results in the form of distance data and recommended menus
must be consistent with consumer location and menu
preferences.
C3. Tensor Decomposition
Tensor decomposition is the tensor-CUR decomposition
is most relevant as a data analysis tool when the data consist
of one mode that is qualitatively different than the others. In
this case, the tensor-CUR decomposition approximately
expresses the original data tensor in terms of a basis
consisting of underlying sub tensors that are actual data
elements and thus that have natural interpretation in terms of
the processes generating the data. In order to demonstrate the
general applicability of this tensor decomposition, we apply
it to problems in two diverse domains of data analysis:
hyperspectral medical image analysis and consumer
recommendation system analysis [39].
Data obtained from consumer location is then processed
by matlab using certain tensor rules. The data in matlab is
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decomposed into a matrix representing the distance and
coordinate which dynamically change in size and numbers of
the customer and their location. It is also so-called real time
tensor. Thus, tensor concept is considered appropriate for
use in this study. The data from tensor calculation is
combined into a standard form of formula which typed in the
Matlab compiler device platform. The matlab processing
flow which combined with the tensor is given in Figure 1
below.
C4. Consumer Classification and Menu Recommendation
The classification of consumer location and menu
preferences are adjusted through three stages, e.g., preprocessing, dataset training, and dataset testing. Each stage
is done in a structured and systematic step. The classification
result of the recommended menu and the consumer location
estimation is given in table 1.
The recommended menu and consumer location are also
synchronized with restaurant distance. For dataset it also
compared with menu preferences derived from social media
data mining using the first consumer location analysis which
modified to tensor data x, y, z. the consumer location and
menu preferences are classified according to the preferred
food menu and preferred food. Consumer preferences about
the menu are associated with a certain restaurant distance
based on large packages and small packages menu.
In long-distance prediction to food, there are preferably
10 large distance-to-packet distances, ie: long, medium, and
close. The same applies for food prediction about their
favorable and unfavorable food menu consisted three large
distance-to-packet groupings, eg, 1 packet distance, medium
range, and close range.
Grouping the large distance-to-packet (large package)
can be considered as coordinate location points from the
initial point of delivery and destination end point. When the
prediction of these large packets is connected, they will form
a route. The more accurate the location of the coordinates,
the better the shape of the route and represents the consumer
location prediction. To improve the accuracy, it added
Alternating Least Square (ALS) algorithm which will be
discussed in the next section [40].
C5. Calculations by Tensor Alternating Least Squares (ALS)
Tensor data is conventionally still needed to estimate the
filtering about the data mismatch and estimation error. In
this study, they are implemented together with other
algorithms [36].Therefore, we added Alternating Least
Squares (ALS) as an embedded algorithm capable of
calculating customer and menu matrices that are considered
not sequential and have many negative values that must be
converted to quadratic form without eliminating back and
forth mode. Previous studies [40] [36] [35] reported that
ALS is useful for overcoming convexity or bulging
coordinates towards the middle or to the edge of void values.
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Thus, the combination of CP and ALS is an advantage to
change the shape of the matrix to become flatter and more
convenient in generating and fulfill sparse matrices as a
standardized matrix and represents the standard form of
distance-menu matrices representing better recommendation
matrices.

estimating the standardized menu preferences matrices and
joint identification as sequential key location until the entire
distance of consumer tensor can be extracted.

C6. Width-Range estimation of food menu and customer
preference with CP
In the long-distance prediction of food, it is preferably
repeated three times to obtain the best results and then SR is
required to provide a final fit recommendation with a value
of 9.650109e-01. The complete results of the long-range
prediction with food preferably with CP are given in figure.
1.
Figure 1 estimated the positional possibility of location
and possible menu that form the delivery route in standard
position without background. The long-range prediction of
food is preferably based on the new distance recognizable by
SR which is then connected by CP-ALS and give more
accurate route. However, there is noisy result from the
deviation of menu preferences and delivery minutes which
may cause constraint of comparison process so that it could
be a mismatch delivery route that located the consumer
different from their real location. This is caused by the
consumer location which estimated from their first orders,
menu type, menu preferences, and size of the ordered packet
(ie x, y, z values) that make the distance menu can be
overlapped or skewed from their normalized delivery.
Therefore, to do long-range prediction of food preferences
and consumer location, it preferably needs to find the
restaurant distance and their coordination format by

Package 1

Package 2

Figure 1. Position possible locations and possible menus from CPALS estimation

Furthermore, after the consumer can be associated and
recognized, it is necessary to monitor the performance of the
entire SR system in order to know its effectiveness in
associating the position of the distance to the menu,
especially in finding the nearest Iterative point as a reference
coordinate point of distance to the menu. When the distance
to the menu has been all associated, it will be possible to
obtain a long-distance prediction of the overall preferred
food menu. The results of the prediction are given in the
form of route drawings as given in figure 2 for long-distance
prediction of preferred food and long-range prediction to
preferred food preferences matrices.

Package 3

Package 4

Package 5

Figure 2. package scale 1 to package 5. Package 1 (= most preferred). Package 5 (= At least preferred).
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Distance 1

Distance 2
Distance 3
Distance 4
Distance 5
Figure 3. Scale distance 1 to distance 5. Distance 1 (= closest), Distance 5 (= furthest)

C7. Width-Range Estimation of Food Menu and Customer
Preferences with CP
Candecomp parafact (CP) algorithm is applied to
consumer prediction with the aim to minimize real-time data
in order the consumer features can be tagged and parsed
[32]. In addition, it is also aimed to produce bilinear models
with constant and stable so that their localization can be
done (as location determination) in more accurate manner.
However, CP has a weakness in reading the location of
coordinates due to angular shift that requires parameter
ratings for the consumer, so it needs to be done factor
analysis to form a matrix that has a small error level [41].
This process is called parallel decomposition (Parafact)
which aims to reduce the angle of error from deviated
customer location and restaurant distance. The articulation of
the customer location becomes more independent from the
restaurant distance and the matrix can be analyzed with

multilinear approach to produce linear projection result of
these distances. The result of linear projection data is given
in Table I.
From table I, it showed the estimation result of the food
package 1, package 2, package 3, package 4, and package 5,
and combined package. The value varies indicating that the
negative sign means the customer location which closer to
the restaurant location will have smaller distance, whereas
the positive sign means that the customer location is further
away from the menu preferences. This means that the
customer location is independent from restaurant distance.
From table III it can be seen that only at unexpected
distances there are positive value due to the prediction of
long-distance locations to the food menu is still provide
sparse data problem, in this case is especially in joint
portions.

TABLE I. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS AND CONSUMERS PREDICTION AT CLOSE RANGE TO FOOD IS PREFERRED WITH CP_ALS (IN
METERS)

Pkg 1
Round
Pkg 2
Round
306
1
24
1
1
24
1
24
1
23
1
23
1
2084
2
84
1
78
1
78
1
24
1
82
1
300
1
300
Iter 1, fit = 2.641084e01, fitdelta = 2.6e01,
Iter 2: fit = 2.650102e01, fitdelta = 2.0e04
Iter 3: fit = 2.650102e01, fitdelta = 1.7e02
Final fit = 2.650102e01,
P.lambda = [ 6302.0763 ]

Pkg 3
24
2890
88
8
82
250
300

Round
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Notes:
A. Result iter 1, iter, 2, iter 3 showed that simulation is
repeated three times to get the most stable value displayed
by the computer
B. Fit is the fitness value of the feasibility of the distance to
be used as raw data
C. Fitdelta is a fitness rounding value of up to one decimal in
decimal value
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Pkg 4
24
230
84
720
82
280
771

Round
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Pkg 5
940
23
84
78
82
300
2600

Round
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

D. The location of the first consumer is counted as the
reference number given number 1 means that the order is
received, and the menu is sent to the location, whereas the
value of zero means that the order is rejected, and the menu
is not sent.
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C8. Analysis result of consumer prediction on long distance
to favored food with CP-ALS.
The association of long distances with favored food is
estimated with CP_ALS and provide quantitative vector and
local searches results. It configured customer location,
restaurant distance, and menu preferences as tensor features
that allow linear discriminant transformation from original

feature with the tensor rule. Given that there is a variation of
the three variables on each menu delivery, it is necessary to
obtain a standardized linear discriminant to identify and
differentiate each feature to form the first, second, and sixth
layers so that segmentation can be done for the
determination of distances from number one to number six.
Briefly the CP-ALS prediction results are given in the table
below.

TABLE II. RESULTS ANALYSIS AND CONSUMER PREDICTION ON LONG DISTANCE TO FOOD IS PREFERRED WITH CP_ALS (IN METERS
Pkg1
1,303

Round
1

Pkg 2
1,303

Round
1

Pkg 3
1,303

Round
1

Pkg 4
1,303

Round
1

Pkg 5
1,303

Round
1

1,303

1

1,303

1

1,303

1

1,303

1

1,302

1

1,093

1

1,093

1

1,093

1

1,083

1

1,076

1

1,077

1

1,079

1

1,081

1

1,080

1

1,082

1

1,080

1

1,079

1

1,080

1

1,078

1

1,081,

1

1,085

1

1,090

1

1,090

1

1,097

1

1,097

1

Iter 1: fit = 9.656474e-01 fitdelta = 9.7e-01
Iter 2: fit = 9.666737e-01 fitdelta = 1.0e-03
Iter 3: fit = 9.666738e-01 fitdelta = 1.1e-08
Final fit = 9.666738e-01
P.lambda = [ 6297.0662 ]

C9. Analysis Result of Consumer Preferences Prediction
from Restaurant Distance and Unflavored Food With CPALS
Candecomp parafact algorithms are used to estimate the
menu preferences prediction. It also minimized the dynamic
real-time sparsity, so customer features can be tagged and
parsed. In addition, it produced bilinear models with
constant and stable segmentation so that accurate location
determination is reached. A smaller distance sixe between

restaurant and customer location will predict their frequency
of order and therefore, higher delivery frequency. A smaller
customer numbers group with unflavored food means that
there is higher possibility that the food will be ordered and
tasted and even be liked by customers. Therefore, the
variables of distance and unflavored food menu are used and
analyzed in this part. Their prediction result and the
unflavored food estimation by using CP are given in table
III.

TABLE III. CONSUMER PREFERENCES PREDICTION FROM RESTAURANT DISTANCE AND UNFLAVORED FOOD WITH CP-ALS

Pkg 1

Round

Pkg 2

Round

Pkg 3

Round

Pkg 4

Round

Pkg 5

Round

1,095

1

1,093

1

1,092

1

1,092

1

1,092

1

1,092
1,090

1
1

1,092
1,090

1
1

1,091
1,091

1
1

1,091
1,088

1
1

1,090
1,086

1
1

1,088

1

1,090

1

1,090

1

1,091

1

1,092

1

1,092

1

1,092

1

1,092

1

1,092

1

1,092

1

1,093

1

1,092

1

1,091

1

1,091

1

1,091

1

1,089

1

1,089

1

278

0

578

0

5,732

6

Iter 1: fit = 9.635099e-01 fitdelta = 9.6e-01
Iter 2: fit = 9.646898e-01 fitdelta = 1.2e-03
Iter 3: fit = 9.646898e-01 fitdelta = 4.5e-09
Final fit = 9.646898e-01
P.lambda = [ 6158.3347 ]
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From the above results it showed that (after rounding
estimation values), it obtained mismatch on third sixth row
package where route distance which shorter than the limit of
1000 meters as the most possible that customer will stay to
order the food menu even though the menu are not favored.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This research was carried out through the stages of tensor
formulation accordance with the tensor rules of. Starting
from location record of consumer and extraction of
consumer location data, classification of location of
consumer of restaurant until testing phase. Based on this, it
can be concluded in this study.
From the above results, it can be seen that after the
rounding, it obtained some error on the third sixth row
package where the restaurants and customer location is
below the limit of 1000 meters. In addition, the
recommended menus are predicted accurately from location
determination but not menu favors. This means that distance
is the main factors that impact on the customer preferences.
Finally, recording of consumer locations and menu
preferences is quicker and easier but should still pay
attention to the quality of the tensor data estimation as well
as the tensor rules analysis to estimate the customer food
favors, their menu preferences and the restaurant-customer
location (distance). Our simulation of the customer location
and restaurant distance showed that customer location can
predict better the menu preferences as the simulation results
showed.
Suggestions: The results of this study can still be refined
into food menu preferences and distance effects. The
consumer location simulation with recorded data showed
that after normalization, the consumer considers their
location as more important than their menu food favors. It
means that customer tends to search the food menu from
the distance. There is similarity of smaller distance with
type of package quantity, number of delivery and route
conditions. The accuracy of the recommendation and
classification are impacted from the tensor application to the
customer data, in addition, CP-ALS also improve the quality
of recommendation result based on the consumer menu
favors and their preferences.
Research Limitation: The data is recorded in the form of
a simulation as comparison only so that there may be
variations of distance and consumer menu favors. The tensor
theories used in this research need to be developed further in
terms of application and algorithms so that it can determine
the impact of customer trust and their social networking
other than consumer location to provide better
recommendation and prediction.
This study did not measure the frequency of menu or
mismatch of customer order and delivered food menu when
the restaurant’s closed. That's because it used data of online
restaurant which open for 24-hours services. This This study
can produce food recommendation effectively consider
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collaborative filtering and distance of location restaurant.
Enhance tensor and Parafact to calculate several data
variable successful to generate recommendation. Even
though, this study does not suitable the criteria of longdistance order delivery which longer than 5000 meters. For
next research better to calculate further long distance of
restaurant venue.
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